COVID-19: Impact on India economy and
implications for PE/VC and portfolio companies
March, 2020

This deck provides a view as on 15th March, 2020 and represents an evolving view

Disclaimer

This material and the analysis contained herein was prepared by Bain & Company, Inc. or its affiliates (“Bain”)
over a limited time period in order to summarize insights and best practices in response to COVID-19. The
analysis and the content of the document is based on publicly available data, which is subject to change, as
well as on Bain’s judgement, estimates and experience. The document contains general insights and best
practices but has not been tailored to any specific client situation and may therefore not be relied on.
No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted by any person including Bain & Company, Inc. or its
affiliates and their respective officers, employees or agents for any errors or omissions herein.
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Context and key implications of COVID-19
• COVID-19 is a rapidly evolving situation; traditional ‘crisis response’ approaches will not be sufficient as the span of
outcomes is great and is seemingly changing by the day
• The process of ‘containment’ and ‘slowing the spread’ that is phasing in country by country will create major
disruption in itself, irrespective of the magnitude of the virus spread itself
– Employees and customers likely experiencing fear/panic – causing massive short-term impact across society and business

• Private Equity investors and their portfolio companies need to prepare for the worst, and be hopeful if it doesn’t
eventuate; A ‘wait and see’ approach is a non-starter
– PE firms need to adjust daily operations, address impact on investment approach, and consider impact on fund raising
– PE portfolio companies across most sectors will experience significant challenges in supply and demand disruption, and potential
liquidity crises
– As owners it will be more important than ever to support PE portfolio companies in these challenging and dynamic times – offering necessary
centralized support and continuously sharing best-practices

• The recovery may not be a quick ‘bounce back’ so important to plan for longer-term impact on both supply and demand
• It is critical for PE owners and PE portfolio company CEOs to be out in front with a planned cascade of possible
actions for your companies based on which scenarios unfold, likely more serious than you can imagine right now
– During and post this crisis, PE firms will be presented with unique opportunities to invest – important to be ready to act

– Portfolio companies can make ‘leap-frog’ advancements as customers will change behaviors in a non-reversible way – bold action now can
set portfolio companies for success through this period of disruption and beyond
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AGENDA

COVID-19 and likely impact on global and Indian economy
Learnings from SARS
Impact on India PE landscape
Immediate imperatives for PE investors and PE portfolio firms
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COVID-19 is unlike any other pandemic since it has driven restrictions on social
interactions across the globe, leading to significant economic uncertainty
Common
influenza

Epidemics
2003

SARS
Human to
human
contagiosity (R01)
Outbreak
region(s)

Confirmed
cases

2009

2010

H1N1

2014

2017

2020

H7N9

COVID-19

Influenza

2.8

1.5

~0

2.0-2.5

1.3

Asia primarily

Global

Asia primarily

Global

Global

8,422

~482K

1,568

169,387

~1B

(2002-2003)

(2009)

(Since 2013)

(CSSE at Johns Hopkins:
as of 15 Mar 2020)

(2019; likely includes
different strains)

~1%
(6071)

~40.5%
(558)

Mortality rate
~10%
(916)

~3-4%

Still unclear

(~6.5K deaths and ~77K
recoveries as of 15 Mar 2020)

~0.04%
(~290K-650K)

Note: 1. R0: number of people, on average, each infected person goes on to infect
Source: National Health Commission of the PRC; WHO; FAO; IFPMA; Market Watch; Lit research
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The health impact of COVID-19 is being felt far beyond China, with major global
economies impacted
GLOBAL AND

CHINA

Total confirmed COVID-19 cases

AS

MARCH

15,

2020

Confirmed COVID-19 cases reported by country
# of confirmed cases
(15th March)

Region

New cases outside
China exceeded new
cases in China in the
first week of March ‘20

OF

China

80,995

Italy

17,750

Iran

12,729

South Korea

8,162

Spain

5,753

France

4,499

Germany

3,795

United States of America

2,951

Japan

1,476

Switzerland

1,359

Others*

11,894

Total

151,363

*Other impacted countries consists over 100 countries including UK, Norway, Kuwait, Australia and India
Source: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
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Countries are pulling varying levers to contain the virus, creating significant disruption
GLOBAL AND

CHINA

Quarantines

Travel restrictions

Isolating anyone potentially
infected by the virus

Limiting non-essential travel
domestic and abroad

Dedicated health
facilities

Widespread testing
Large-scale testing efforts
and/or targeted testing of
risk groups

Building or dedicating
healthcare facilities
exclusively for COVID
patients

School and office
closures

Social distancing

Screenings

Efforts to reduce crowded
public gatherings

Precautionary testing for
diseases symptoms before
permitting certain travel

Smartphone alerts

Societal effort

Criminal charges

Applications built to notify
users of potential COVID risk
and track health outcomes

Campaigns asking for the
support of everyone in
society by doing their part to
stop the virus’s spread

Fines and potential jail-time
for violators of COVID
containment regulations

Shifting to online classes
and work-from-home models
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Consumer buying behavior reflects consumers’ elevated level of concern; globally,
consumer confidence has fallen
GLOBAL AND

CHINA

US consumers have elevated
level of concern, starting to act

MARCH

US buying behavior of pantry, health and
safety products has grown significantly YoY

15,

2020

Globally, consumer
confidence has started to fall
Dip in consumer confidence since 1 Jan
2020[1]

15%

Anticipate serious
health impact

Pantry
loading products

-3%

US

-11%

Japan

Health and
safety products

20%

Anticipate serious
financial impact

42%

Have taken a
concrete action in
response

-4%

UK

-3%

France

Source: Morning Consult, Nielsen, Bain CHI survey, Bain Macro Trends Group analysis, March 12, 2020
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China’s trajectory suggests that an extreme decline in economic activity is shortterm; industries have started to recover, at varying speeds
GLOBAL AND

CHINA

Significant near-term shock from sharp contraction in
activity

~-2%

Estimated China Q1 GDP decline, year-on-year

-4.3%

The national consumer confidence index fell to
65.3 in Feb, its lowest level in 3 years

MARCH

15,

2020

Early signs of a recovery starting to emerge

Increase in daily coal consumption at six major power
groups, reaching a 5-week high in early March

~90%

Rate of work resumption (at firms with over RMB
200m in revenue) in 11 mainland regions

PMIs also fell significantly from January to February

-14.3%

-25.5%

Highest traffic congestion levels in most major cities
since the outbreak

Manufacturing fell from 50.0 to 35.7

Services fell from 54.1 to 29.6; transportation,
tourism and catering sectors most affected

~65%

Increase in average daily passenger volumes on
metros across China (last week of Feb)

Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, TOMTOM traffic index, China Association of Metros, Lit. research, Bain Macro Trends Group analysis, March 12, 2020
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Overall, analysts forecast global GDP to be lower by 0.2-0.5% and China GDP to be
lower by 0.2-0.7% than originally forecast for 2020 before the virus outbreak
GLOBAL AND

CHINA

World 2020 GDP growth forecasts (original & revised)

China 2020 GDP growth forecasts (original & revised)

Source: Analyst Reports, Lit. search
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India is also starting to face the impact of COVID-19, with major import and export
destinations impacted
INDIA

AS

Health: Confirmed cases (as of 15th March) are
spread across multiple states
^ Total # of confirmed cases :

Supply chain: China accounts for ~20% of
non-oil imports by India

OF

MARCH

15,

2020

Major export destinations for India severely hit
by COVID-19

114

Includes foreign
nationals

5
1
14

7

4

13

1
33
3
7

24

1

1

Sharp rise in the number of cases in USA as the
criteria for tests is relaxed (earlier, only people who
either traveled recently or have had known contact with a
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 patient could get tested

Note: ^Confirmed cases till 15th Mar, ’20; Include recovered cases and confirmed death
Source: Analyst reports; Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India; Lit. Search
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India’s GDP growth rate could potentially decline by 0.5%-1.1% implying another
year of ~5% GDP growth if uncertainties related to COVID-19 persist
INDIA

India FY20-21 GDP growth forecasts (original + revised)

Analyst commentary

For Q1’20 only

“…OECD on Monday lowered its India's
GDP growth forecast to 5.1 per cent
from the earlier projection of 6.2 per
cent for 2020 on concerns of impact of
deadly coronavirus on the domestic as
well as the global economy.”
- Economic Times, March 2020

“Given the trade interlinkages between
India and G2 + China, we estimate that a
1% reduction in growth from the baseline
estimate of these three countries/regions
can potentially reduce India's growth
by at least 50bps in 2020 and FY21…”
- Deutsche Bank, Feb 2020

Note: OECD forecasts for FY20, Deutsche Bank for CY20 and Goldman Sachs for Q1 ‘20
Source: Lit. search, Analyst Reports
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AGENDA

COVID-19 and likely impact on global and Indian economy
Learnings from SARS
Impact on India PE landscape
Immediate imperatives for PE investors and PE portfolio firms
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Historically, only SARS had substantial impact on macro economy due to
government’s restrictive containment measures
LEARNINGS

FROM

SARS

SARS

H1N1

H7N9

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China; Wind
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Looking back, SARS presented four key learnings for COVID-19 event
LEARNINGS

FROM

SARS

1

Impact on macro economic
activity was one-time
and temporary

2

Highest impact on select
sectors within the service
sector, high impact across
the industrial sector, and
only limited impact on
agricultural sector

3

4

Some sectors rebounded
quickly, while it took time
for others

MUM

Significant impact on
capital market with long
recovery time
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Impact on economic activity would be one-time and temporary
LEARNINGS

FROM

SARS

SARS

SARS impact

Rebounded quickly

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China; OECD; Wind
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Some sectors rebounded quickly, whereas it took much longer for others
LEARNINGS

FROM

SARS

SARS

交通运输、仓储和邮政业
Sectors rebounded quickly (in Q3)

Sectors need longer time
to recover
(in Q4 or even longer)

Q2 YoY GDP impact is not
significant

(manufacturing,
mining and utility)
Note: GDP growth rate change may also be impacted by factors beyond SARS
Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China

Q1
MUM
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Q3

Q4
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Significant impact on capital market with long recovery time
LEARNINGS

FROM

SARS

SARS

SARS
impact

-9%

100

Source: Wind; Bain analysis
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COVID-19 and likely impact on global and Indian economy
Learnings from SARS
Impact on India PE landscape
Immediate imperatives for PE investors and PE portfolio firms
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India is coming off a record deal-making year in 2019 with $45B in investments;
However, COVID-19 is expected to impact investment activities in the near-term
IMPACT

ON

INDIA PE

Investment
activity in
India - 2019

• India continued to be the second largest deal market in the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region, and grew more than other
countries in 2019.
• India’s share of APAC deal market increased from 2014-18 five-year average of about 15% to nearly 25% in 2019
while China’s PE market retracted over the last year, primarily due to stringent RMB fundraising regulations, trade war
concerns among others
• The total investment value rose to $45.1 billion, the highest in the last decade. The growth over last year’s $26.3
billion investment value was primarily driven by an increase in number of deals greater than $100 million, and an
increase in average deal size of such deals. In addition, the year witnessed the highest amount of VC investments in
India.

Likely impact of
COVID-19

• However, COVID-19 is expected to impact investment activities in the near term – H1 2020 is likely to see decline
vs. 2019 in terms of both deal value and volume. Impact will sustain in Q2 2020 also with continued restrictions hurting
overall work efficiency
• We expect bounce back in second half with deals delayed in H1 2020 catching up; Increasing number of
enterprises would look for financing give poor cash flow condition in H1 2020, primarily due to reduced consumer
demand and disruption to supply chain due to COVID-19
• In addition, Markets to witness correction with better pricing expectations for investors (BSE SENSEX down by
~20% during the last 1 month)

PE firms need to adjust daily operations, address impact on investment approach and consider impact
on fund raising
MUM
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Under COVID-19, industries are likely to be impacted differently, following 4 patterns
(1/2)
IMPACT

ON

INDIA PE

1

Hit in short-term,
recover in long-term

2

Hit in short-term,
bounce back or grow
faster in long-term

3

Spiked in short-term,
stabilize in long-term

4

Spiked in short-term,
keep growth
momentum in long-term

Definition

Demand suppressed during
outbreak, to recover to pre-COVID19 level

Demand suppressed during
outbreak, to bounce back to even
higher consumption level because of
“revenge buying” or mindset
change

Demand stimulated because of
panic stockpile and staying at
home, to return to normal level
and stabilize after outbreak

Demand stimulated because of
treatment need and staying at
home, may keep growth momentum
because of mindset and behavior
change

Industry
examples

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Apparel & beauty product
• Alcoholic drinks
• Offline healthcare (such as retail
pharmacy)
• Insurance

• Offline retail
• Instant food

• E-commerce (demand spiked,
fulfillment partially constrains in
short-term)
• Online healthcare (such as online
hospital)
• Personal care
• Entertainment & education (online)

Restaurant & food service
Transportation & tourism
Logistics
Entertainment & education (offline)
Auto
Household appliance

Source: Lit research, Bain analysis
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Under COVID-19, industries are likely to be impacted differently, following 4 patterns
(2/2)
IMPACT

ON

INDIA PE

Type 1: Hit in shortterm, recover in
mid/long-term

I L L U S T R AT I V E
• Tourism, hospitality and transportation

• Automobile
– Hit hard because of reduced traffic to stores, declining
consumption confidence and potential supply constraint

– Passenger transportation & tourism reduced significantly due
to traffic restrictions, declining willingness to travel and
tourist attractions closure instructed by government

– China’s share in India’s auto import is >25%, shutdown in China
has prohibited imports of auto components

– 10-15% decline in hotel occupancies across major Indian
cities; similar increase in cancellations

Type 1: Hit in shortterm, bounce back
and grow faster in
long-term

• Offline healthcare (e.g. retail pharmacy)

Type 1: Spiked in
short-term, stabilize
in long-term

• Offline retail

Type 1: Spiked in
short-term, keep
growth momentum in
long-term

– Potential contraction of 8-10% in Indian auto manufacturing in
2020 if shutdown persists

• Apparel and beauty products

– ~85% of imported APIs* sourced from China

– Hit hard because of reduced foot traffic to stores and declined
consumption willingness

– Price rise for key bulk drugs likely if COVID-19 impact
continues; impact to be borne by manufacturers due to price
controls

– China accounts for 25% of Indian yarn exports, Indian Cotton
and yarn market rates declined by 3-4% in the recent months

• Telecommunication

– Demand shifted from restaurants, and spiked due to panic
stockpile

– Demand increased because of telecommuting encouraged by
government, esp. in video conferencing, enterprise cloud
service, etc.

– Expect to return to normal level and stabilize after the
epidemic

– Expect to return to normal level and stabilize after the
epidemic

• Entertainment (online)

• E-commerce

– Demand spiked because of boosting need of online video,
sports, music, gaming, etc. while staying at home

– Sales expected to be boosted due to reduced foot traffic to
stores, however delivery capability is bottleneck

– Expect to keep growth momentum as consumption habit
forms

– Penetration expect to further grow, as new and previously less
active users are activated

*API – Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient
Source: CII Report: “Novel Coronavirus in China an Impact Analysis”; Lit Search
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A downturn offers more opportunities for investors to create winners
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

• Private equity is a cyclical industry, returns come down in a downturn with the difference between a winning
and losing fund narrowing
• 80% of superior outcomes link to having your version of the Winning Factors and Warning Beacons
• The other 20% links to downturn specifics
– At the top of the cycle
> Avoid capital intensive industries and industries with high fixed cost-structures,
that cannot be easily reset
> Avoid industries with delayed purchases, or where purchases are cyclical in nature
> Invest actively in “penetration plays” that will sustain even in a downturn
e.g. software in the last decade
– At the bottom of the cycle

> “Just do it” – invest at pace: Look for attractive P2P, cyclical businesses,
high quality assets you really want to own
> The challenge is finding willing sellers and getting financing/the right capital structure …

A lot of winners were created by firms investing in the last downturn, circa 2009-10 - this is an opportunity on the
investing side, given price correction across the board
MUM
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Investors could potentially act differently according to 4 types of industry
consumption patterns to minimize COVID-19 impact
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

1

Example
industries

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hit in short-term,
recover in long-term

Restaurant & food service
Transportation & tourism
Logistics
Entertainment & education (offline)
Auto
Household appliance

Help portfolio companies to
survive and prepare for
sustainable performance
improvement
Source: Lit research, Bain analysis

2

Hit in short-term,
bounce back or grow
faster in long-term

• Apparel & beauty product
• Alcoholic drinks
• Offline healthcare (such as retail
pharmacy)
• Insurance

Seek undervalued “hidden
gems” with financing needs
and invest for long term

3

Spiked in short-term,
stabilize in long-term

• Offline retail
• Instant food

4

• E-commerce (demand spiked,
fulfillment partially constrains in
short-term)
• Online healthcare (such as online
hospital)
• Personal care
• Entertainment & education (online)

Stay put for short term
overheat

MUM

Spiked in short-term,
keep growth
momentum in long-term
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Identify companies with
strong growth potentials
and invest for long term
value
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Quickly triage your portfolio companies to understand the impact of COVID-19
and what actions to take
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

High

Controllability

(ability to adjust offering,
channel, and main costs)

Low
(large uncontrollable
fixed costs)

Adapt to new behavior
Targeted growth initiatives
• Shift go-to-market (people • Investment to meet new
and ads) to new channels
customer needs (e.g. new
offer / online)
• Adjust sourcing volumes to
new demand (up/down)
• Focus on customer
experience to build loyalty
• Example: Consumer
Products
• Example: Grocery retail
Focus on saving cash
Plan contingencies
• Present spend handbrakes • Observe impact and
identify potential upside /
• Secure financing plan
downside scenarios
• Reduce (if need) longer
• Develop contingency plan
term cost position
• Example: Utilities
• Example: Airlines,
Hospitality industry

Severe decrease

Invest to grow
• Quickly scale operations to
capture momentum and
gain market share
• Focus on customer
experience to build loyalty
• Consider new pricing and
acquisition models to
enable new user adoption
• Example: Working remote
software, healthcare

Mild impact

Increase

Demand impact of COVID-19
MUM
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Call to action: When triaging your portfolio companies there are a set of key areas
to assess
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
Areas to assess

Illustrative scoring for a
portfolio company

Example actions to take

Impact
Model demand
reduction
scenarios

Ability to control

 Stress test the P&L by developing downside cases based on scenarios (e.g. social distancing, full
lockdown, and different durations) and impact to revenue
 Create an action plan against each scenario on mitigating actions and defend revenue loss

 Stand-up cross-functional command center and establish cadence to manage situation

Determine supply
chain exposure

Enable talent
and labor
productivity

 Determine your supply exposure and immediately lock-in most critical supply
 Build contingency operational plans for all aspects of business (e.g. front line facilities, variable labor
staffing)
 Enable talent and labor to be productive given current operating circumstances (e.g., A/B teams in
shifts, telecommunications tools, operating norms, and cadence)
 Shift resources to highest value use if normal operations are disrupted (e.g., physical sales to online,
undisrupted channels, or longer-term relationship and business development)
 Immediately and fully draw down credit lines

Plan urgent cost
take-out + drive
liquidity

 Manage business to raise cash (e.g., triage payables, cancel longer-term capex)
 Prepare aggressive ‘break glass’ cost actions triggered by more extreme revenue scenarios. This
may be about saving the company – no ideas are too extreme
 Diagnose near-term organic growth opportunities and how to outperform competitors

Develop offensive
plan

 Prepare for ‘bounce-back’ and recovery (e.g. marketing investment, leveraging macro trends for “if,
then” moves, scan M&A for opportunities)
 Launch recovery plans reflecting any longer-term shift in customer demand
MUM
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Demand reduction: Assess downside risk in demand disruption
There will be critical “triggers” where more aggressive actions will be needed
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

I L L U S T R AT I V E
Increasingly worse outcomes

RUN DOWNSIDE
SCENARIOS

LEVEL OF
I M PA C T F O R
YOUR
BUSINESS

“Missing the plan”

“Severe disruption”

“Liquidity crisis”

Customers change behaviors
creating headwinds to business

Local mandates create temporary
revenue cliff disrupting business

Prolonged disruption creates
liquidity crunch

• Noticeable changes in customer
behavior driven by shifting priorities
and/or local guidelines

• Certain BU’s, geos, channels have
significant revenue cliff (e.g., local
mandates restrict operations)

• Manageable disruption in operations
and business continuity

• Uncontrollable operational disruptions
emerge

Revenue headwinds manage

EXAMPLE
ACTIONS
YOU
SHOULD
TA K E

Defend against
revenue declines

• Shift marketing spend to optimize
demand

Stabilize operations • Ensure security of supply to maintain
to “new normal”
ops and high demand areas

• Severe drop in revenue and negative
cash risking near term liquidity
• Operations ‘paralyzed’ by supply
chain or local mandates

Sharp and sudden revenue decline;
unknown recovery period

X% cash shortfall triggers
default of debt obligations

• Shift business to channels or geos
that are not on “lockdown”

• Conduct portfolio review and consider
shutting down non-core ops

• Temporarily close impacted locations
to manage expense

• Right size operations to go-forward
core; sell non-critical assets

Manage cash
position

• Implement spend handbrakes and noregrets cost reduction

• Implement aggressive “break glass”
reductions to drive cash

• Conserve cash levels for potential
controlled default

Be ready to play
offense

• Invest in areas of “new” or “changed”
customer demand to gain share

• Engage with customer to win loyalty
and trust when situation improves

• Re-invent company around new core
value proposition

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, January 2020; Bain Macro Trends Group analysis, March 9, 2020
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PE Portfolio Co. CEOs should take several immediate actions
to safeguard companies – and get set for success on the other side
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Protect your
employees and
customers

• Implement the best
known guidelines
available for both
employees and
customers - overinvest
• Monitor global health
guidelines, other
companies and fine
tune
• Over-communicate
with full transparency

Be customer-centric
and defend revenue

Stabilize operations
to “new normal” –
esp. Supply Chain

• Take a customer
centric view – What do
your customers need
right now? How will you
build trust, loyalty and
market share through
and beyond this crisis?

• Stabilize supply chain
of physical goods from
likely geographic and
labor disruptions (e.g.
manufacturing,
distribution, suppliers)

• Work closely with
frontline sales to reach
and engage customers
and meet their most
pressing needs – short
and long-term

• Build contingency
operational plans for
all aspects of business
(e.g. front line facilities,
variable labor staffing,
cross regional variations
in staffing, HQ, IT)

• Pivot resources to
pockets of current and
future growth, online
and beyond

Plan urgent cost
take-out

• Pull handbrakes on
spend (e.g. hiring
freeze, OPEX, CAPEX)
• Prepare aggressive
‘break glass’ cost
actions triggered by
more extreme revenue
scenarios. This may be
about saving the
company – no ideas are
too extreme
• Mid-term, outline a plan
to lean out the cost
structure for the future
– more automated, more
variable, more shock
resistant

MUM

Increase liquidity,
model exposure and
stress test financials

• Draw down credit lines
and add cash to
balance sheets to
guarantee liquidity
• Model different
scenarios with material
impact (e.g. supply
disruption, 20% revenue
decline) and outline
major operational
actions that will be
triggered

Play offense, not
just defense

• Define how you will
outperform
competitors through
and beyond the crisis
(e.g. customer intimacy
actions and
investments, M&A
roadmap)
• Prepare for ‘bounceback’ (e.g. marketing
investment, leveraging
macro trends for “if,
then” moves)

• Plan for and leverage
sustainable shift in
customer behaviors
(especially digital)
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Protect your Employees and Customers (partial checklist)
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Employee Safety

Customer safety

CSR efforts

• Follow the most conservative CDC protocols

• Follow CDC guidance on customer facing
operations and frequently communicate
potential impacts to customers; shift online
where possible (sales and servicing)

• Mobilize
impactful
donations /
supplies to
provide
assistance to
epidemic-ridden
geographies

• Follow official advice on deep cleaning and sanitization of most used
areas/facilities in offices
• Implement requirements for frequent hand-washing
• Equip employees with any needed sanitary or personal protection
equipment (disinfecting wipes, masks, gloves, etc.)
• Re-iterate the importance of staying home if you are feeling ill
– Consider screening employees for symptoms (temperature, etc.) and sending home
staff that display signs of illness
– Policies around sick and personal time may need to be relaxed during this time in
order to ensure employee and customer safety

• Consider shifts to alternative working arrangements (e.g. working remotely)
and leverage best practices and infrastructure to engage employees (e.g.
videoconferences)

• Reach out to key accounts and maintain open
lines of communication; implement voice of
customer monitoring / social listening to
understand consumer and customer experience
and sentiment
• Prepare communications plan to re-assure
customers on product and operational safety
concerns and communicate measures to
monitor

• Support
epidemic
limiting efforts
in any way
possible

– Maintain consistent “brand image”

• Reduce or eliminate all non-essential travel
• Cancel non operationally-critical gatherings of 20 people or more

• Regulate/minimize visits from third-parties to offices; implement visit
declaration forms and visitor screening policy

Ensure you are over-communicating with full transparency to employees and customers
MUM
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Stabilize supply chain operations
Immediate need to understand and proactively mitigate supply chain risks
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Evaluate production exposure risk as result of COVID19 and prioritize outreach to impacted suppliers
Supplier’s part SKUs / raw materials are required to
meet production schedule in next ~4 months (rolling)

No

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

Yes

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

Yes

Key questions for impacted suppliers to assess
production impact and create contingency plans
• What is your production capacity now for our part SKUs,
relative to before COVID-19? When do you anticipate 50%, 75%,
100%?

You know the following about a supplier:
• N-tier value chain (i.e., all suppliers’ suppliers) is not
impacted by COVID-19
• Supplier’s operations are not impacted by COVID-19
(i.e., facilities operating at full/near full capacity)
No

• Of the part SKUs you manufacture for us, what is your inventory
on-hand? How long would it take to prep air freight for those
items?

PRELIMINARY RFI – supplier can confirm 1 of the
following:
• Relevant part SKUs / raw materials are not impacted
by COVID-19, and supplier facilities are able to ship
• Relevant part SKUs / raw materials are impacted by
crisis, but supplier has ~4 months of inventory on
hand, and supplier facilities are able to ship
No

• For vendor-managed inventory suppliers: when do you anticipate
that we will run out of inventory, assuming no additional
production?

Yes

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

• Do you have comparable SKUs in inventory that could work as
a substitute in our finished goods?
• We want to be at the top of your queue when you resume
production – how can we ensure that ends up happening?

Submit full RFI to supplier (see right hand side)

MUM
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Cost take out and drive liquidity: Stress test short term liquidity
Pull handbrake on spend to conserve cash and prepare structural cost take out
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Perform balance sheet stress test with emphasis on short term liquidity and potential need for structural cost takeout
Key to conserve cash – cash is king in a crisis like this
Spend handbrakes

Drive liquidity into
the business

“Break glass”
decisions

Improvement in long
term cost position

• Freeze hiring plans as
relevant

• Immediately and fully draw
down credit lines

• Cancel all travel and/or
training that is not
operationally-critical

• Triage payables, and
manage supplier payment
accordingly

• Determine future crisis
milestones that would trigger
additional corrective
actions (e.g. store closures,
geography exits etc.)

• Pause/furlough contingent
workforce
• Freeze marketing /
advertising selectively

• Take-out any cost that
translates to immediate
cash (and does not impact
customer)

• Line up owners and build
blueprint for each corrective
action to be ready to deploy
once milestones are reached

• Stop non-critical consulting
engagements

• Cancel capex and re-capture
down payments

• Extend payables with
suppliers to preserve cash

• Look to turn fixed assets to
cash where feasible

• Benchmark proposed
action plans / milestones
with competitors to ensure
timely responses are planned

• Postpone major investments

• Delay tax payments

• Assess cost position and build
longer-term roadmap of cost
saving opportunities,
without cutting ‘muscle’
– Optimize supply chain to
reduce cost of logistics / storage
/ labor
– Drive procurement savings
program to reduce spend with
vendors
– Right size G&A costs
– Establish Zero Based
Budgeting

• Put the financial house in
order: diligently manage
liquidity and balance sheet

• Seek principal payment
holidays

• Demand rent reductions
MUM
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Plan to go on the offensive: Seek growth opportunities
Plan for shifts in behaviour and define how to gain market share
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Define how you will outperform
competitors and take share
• Enact bold actions now to help outpace
competitors in recovery
– M&A consolidation roadmap
– Strategic product, customer intimacy, or service
investments

• Review pitfalls and update supply chain to
achieve greater agility and increased
capabilities
• In case of persistent low consumer demand, lay
out a path to build sustained relative cost
advantage
• Ensure balance sheet is robust enough to
create a safety net and resilience against
hostile approaches

Prepare for ‘bounce-back’ and
recovery
• Continue sales, marketing, and R&D
investments to maintain market share; prepare
supply chain for bounce-back
• Leverage macro trends and industry signals to
identify comeback point; have clear “if, then”
moves identified in advance
• Learn from this crisis to ‘build the resilience
muscle’ for future external shocks (economic
downturns, terror attacks, natural disasters)

Plan for and leverage a ‘leap-frog’
change in behaviors and tech.
• Plan for and leverage sustainable shifts in
customer behaviors
•

E.g. digital solutions, automation

• Act swiftly with investments to maintain
competitive advantage as customers ‘leapfrog’ through traditional S-curve
progression

• Invest in the teams, tools, systems and
redundancies that will protect your business
going forward
– E.g. implement Agile ways of working, adaptive risk
planning into operations

MUM
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Longer-term, COVID-19 market disruption will also likely create investment
opportunities due to change in customer demands
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

COVID-19 leading to underlying trends potentially
favouring certain industries and companies…
Services
from home

• Social distancing increases
demand for services from home
such as entertainment, food etc.

Working
remotely

• As offices and schools close down,
rising need for enabling services to
work from home

Healthcare

• Accelerated innovation and surge
of demand for healthcare
(especially COVID-19 e.g. vaccine
development)

Security and
defence

…examples of companies outperforming S&P 500 since
outbreak

Larger COVID-19
breakout outside
Greater China

• Fear and uncertainty increasing
demand for services enabling
security and defence operations

Source: Refinitiv; Lit.search
MUM
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Monday morning actions for portfolio companies
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Immediately
stabilize business

Proactively gear
up for bounce
back after

Relentlessly drive
for long term
profitability and
sustainability

1

Stabilize customers, talents, supply chain and resume
production as soon as possible

2

Carefully manage cash to prepare for worst scenario

3

Improve commercial excellence

4

Build/improve internal capabilities

5

Performance improvement: Adopt “zero-based” mindset to
achieve best-in-class cost position

6

Invest for long term
MUM
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Appendix
Supply chain disruption management

during global crises / COVID-19

There are three immediate disruptions that companies are wrestling with due to
COVID-19, one of which is Supply Chain Disruption

Supply Base
Disruption

Internal Operations
Disruption

(Focus of these materials)

(incl. labor)

Demand Uncertainty

Longer-term Supply Chain Resilience

Note: Operations Disruption, Demand Uncertainty, and Long Term Supply Chain Resilience modules coming soon
MUM
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These are the four critical things that you need to do

1

Establish emergency
response team

• Stand up cross-functional
command center
• Establish “hyper-care”
cadence / structure / tools
– Daily stand-ups for crisis
assessment
– Production and part level
mitigation
– Weekly prioritization of riskiest
parts via scorecard

2

Understand your
supply exposure

• Determine n-tier exposure
– Outreach to suppliers to
confirm tier-2 and tier-3
sources and risks
– For affected parts, collaborate
to assemble inventory and
project FG production impact

• Assemble production factbase
– Affected components
– Production burn rate
– On-hand and in-transit
inventory

3

Analyze
and prioritize

4

• Deploy core reporting and
tracking mechanisms

• Coordinate actions to
account for supply &
demand driven shifts:

• Conduct daily/weekly
executive scorecard review
• Prioritize platforms / parts /
customers at risk based on
inventory and Finished
Goods production schedule

• Keep open communication
channels to keep a pulse on
n-tier status

MUM

Drive on-going action
and adjustments

– Pro-actively manage logistics,
e.g., air freight for critical path
– Adjust production schedules
– Qualify or reactivate alternate
parts / suppliers
– Re-spec engineering or subst.

• Deploy internal/external
communication plan
• Manage commercial risks
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– Partner with customers on a
case-by-case basis for end-toend inventory and POS data
– Offload surplus / obsolete via
substitutes where possible
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The first step is to assemble an emergency response team and stand up ‘hyper-care’
engagement cadence and structure
1

TEAM

&

ENGAGEMENT

CADENCE

Command Center – Core group and responsibilities
• Working with suppliers to gauge production capacity
status and inventory on-hand

Procurement
(owns process and
reporting)

• Building / maintaining part-level factbase, and raising
flag internally for at-risk parts

“Hyper-Care” - Engagement cadence and structure
Attendees
Daily
stand-ups

• Recording and reporting out on differential material
costs (i.e., from swapping parts / suppliers)

Manufacturing /
S&OP

Engineering /
product dev.

Transportation &
logistics

Commercial /
customer

• Confirming “line-down” timing for all manufacturing
lines, based on inventory and production schedules

• Lead: SVP Ops / SC
• Executive sponsors: SVP
Engineering, VP Proc., BU
GMs (commercial linkage)

Agenda
• Crisis update – e.g., new
geos impacted
• Part status update –
focusing on highest risk only

• Other: Proc. project lead,
Engineering project lead,
T&L project lead, Asia “boots
on the ground” if applicable

• Mitigation progress update
– e.g., part qualification
roadblocks, air freight
confirmations / cancellations

• Lead: Procurement project
lead, VP demand planning

• Line-down update – confirm
line-down date has not
changed for parts impacted
in next 15 days

• Proactively generating schedule change scenarios
• Identifying alternate parts already qualified to
replace at-risk parts

• Qualifying new alternate parts/suppliers as needed

Twice
weekly
production
stand-ups

• Other: impacted plant
controllers, plant GMs (as
needed)

• Managing expedite solutions (e.g., air freight),
confirming departure / arrival dates, and estimating ETA
• Recording and reporting out on expedite costs
• Communicating and managing prioritization of
customers, SKUs, regions, etc.

Agile partlevel
mitigation
war-rooms

• Lead: likely procurement
project lead / engineering
project lead
• Others: as needed

• Managing timelines and customer expectations

MUM
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• Schedule change planning
– generate alternate prod.
schedules for line-downs
• Working session – drive to
“bedrock” on mitigation
strategy for a particular part;
generate concrete next steps
and assign owners
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The next step is to determine exposure across multiple tiers of the supply base
2

N-TIER

EXPOSURE

EXAMPLE

Supplier outreach prioritization framework
Supplier’s part SKUs / raw materials are required to
meet production schedule in next ~4 months (rolling)

RFI / supplier outreach core questions

No

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

• What is your production capacity now for our part
SKUs, relative to before COVID-19? When do you
anticipate 50%, 75%, 100%?

Yes

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

• For vendor-managed inventory suppliers: when do you
anticipate that we will run out of inventory, assuming
no additional production?

Yes
You know the following about a supplier:
• N-tier value chain (i.e., all suppliers’ suppliers) is not
impacted by crisis
• Supplier’s operations are not impacted by crisis (i.e.,
supplier facilities operating at full/near full capacity)
No

• Of the part SKUs you manufacture for us, what is your
inventory on-hand? How long would it take to prep air
freight for those items?

• PRELIMINARY RFI – supplier can confirm 1 of the
following:
• Relevant part SKUs / raw materials are not impacted
by crisis, and supplier facilities are able to ship
• Relevant part SKUs / raw materials are impacted by
crisis, but supplier has ~4 months of inventory on
hand, and supplier facilities are able to ship

No
Manufacturer submits full RFI to supplier
(see Right Hand Side)

Yes

De-prioritize
outreach (monitor
for status change)

• Do you have comparable SKUs in inventory that could
work as a substitute in our finished goods?

• We want to be at the top of your queue when you
resume production – how can we ensure that ends up
happening?
MUM
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This supports establishing a “single source of truth” linked to production needs
2

PRODUCTION

Part-level
fact-base
snapshot

Description

FACTBASE

EXAMPLE

478300 Supplier A

1

Hardware

Jessica K

US

Joe T

651-05958A

BOS

MITIGATION OPTIONS
AIR FREIGHT
OTHER MITIGATION OPTIONS
Other
Same part from
Substitute part?
Affected
Air freight arrival
(any other options besides
Change
Owner another supplier? (if yes, list supplier &
product
date
procuring from another supplier,
schedule
(if yes, supplier name)
part #)
subsituting or expediting)
Prod 1 John D Supplier S
No
No
No
No

807600 Supplier B

1

Engines

Jessica K

China

Kyle D

747-10270

NYC

Prod 2

Jane D No

Maybe - Supplier J

3/20/2020 No

No

470800 Supplier C

2

Plastic

Alex W

US

Sue W

625-06290A

LAX

Prod 3

John Y Supplier D

No

3/12/2020 No

Yes

86

3/16/2020

523088 Supplier D

2

Steel

Alex W

China

Anne T 625-07230

BOS

Prod 4

Jane Y No

No

3/17/2020 No

No

10,115

3/31/2020

No

478300 Supplier A

1

Hardware

Jessica K

US

Joe T

651-05958A

BOS

Prod 1

John D Supplier S

No

No

No

864

3/10/2020

Yes

807600 Supplier B

1

Engines

Jessica K

China

Kyle D

747-10270

NYC

Prod 2

Jane D No

Maybe - Supplier J

3/20/2020 No

No

3/10/2020

Yes

470800 Supplier C

2

Plastic

Alex W

US

Sue W

625-06290A

LAX

Prod 3

John Y Supplier D

No

3/12/2020 No

Yes

86

3/16/2020

Yes

523088 Supplier D

2

Steel

Alex W

China

Anne T 625-07230

BOS

Prod 4

Jane Y No

No

3/17/2020 No

No

10,115

3/31/2020

No

478300 Supplier A

1

Hardware

Jessica K

US

Joe T

651-05958A

BOS

Prod 1

John D Supplier S

No

No

No

864

3/10/2020

Yes

807600 Supplier B

1

Engines

Jessica K

China

Kyle D

747-10270

NYC

Prod 2

Jane D No

Maybe - Supplier J

3/20/2020 No

No

3/10/2020

Yes

470800 Supplier C

2

Plastic

Alex W

US

Sue W

625-06290A

LAX

Prod 3

John Y Supplier D

No

3/12/2020 No

Yes

86

3/16/2020

Yes

523088 Supplier D

2

Steel

Alex W

China

Anne T 625-07230

BOS

Prod 4

Jane Y No

No

3/17/2020 No

No

10,115

3/31/2020

No

SUBSTITUTE / ALTERNATE

ID#

Supplier
name

Prioriy

Component
category

Purchasing
agent

Country of Supplier
MowerCo Part #
orgin
contact

Affected
plant

No

No

Qty. short
864

Customer impat
date

Significant issue?
(Sales impact within
21 days?)

3/10/2020

Yes

3/10/2020

Yes
Yes

• Captures all available and relevant detail on each at-risk component
• Used to populate read-out pages; is single source of truth across effort

• Key inputs: part origin, affected product line, affected plant & line, detailed commentary, comprehensive
mitigation options, quantity short, line-down date, and estimated customer impact date

Building / maintaining fact-base requires extensive and ongoing communication with affected suppliers
MUM
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The next step is launching a recurring process for risk analysis and prioritization
3

SCORECARD

REVIEW

Executive scorecards to dimensionalize risk, and allow
empowered team to engage in mitigation

EXAMPLE

Description of core reporting mechanisms used to
facilitate daily stand-ups
A • Supplier-level summary:
– Captures the “full universe” of parts that could cause a line to
go down within the next 60 days

A

– Used to prioritize mitigation efforts based on estimated time
to line-down
– Key inputs: # of parts at-risk within 60, 30, 15 days (by supplier)

B

B • High-risk part-level summary:
– Captures detail on each at-risk component that could cause
a line to go down within the next 30 days

– Used to support conversation around concrete mitigation
opportunities, and allows working team to request crossfunctional / leadership team input
– Key inputs: part-level detail on line-down estimate, quantity
short, and mitigation options
MUM
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The final step is to deploy a tailored decision making process to act decisively
4

C O O R D I N AT E D AC T I O N

EXAMPLE

Part estimated to cause line down
within following ____ days?

Tailor appropriate schedule change
cutoff

60+ days

31-60 days

<=30 days

<=15 days

Lower-risk; light
touch monitoring

Medium risk; explore
air-freight with supplier

Critical risk; parts to be discussed on daily calls. Procurement team begins to
explore all mitigation opportunities immediately

Assume schedule change will
be required

• S&OP lead to:
Track transition into
31-60 days bucket

Track transition into
<30 days bucket

Ownership legend
Procurement
Transp. & Logistics

Air-freight is possible,
confirmed by supplier?

Proc. notifies engineering of
need for alternate part / supplier

Yes

Yes

Procurement requests airfreight through T&L lead

Engineering identifies / qualifies
alternate supplier / part

Yes

Yes

Air freight process initiated;
part remains medium risk until
wheels up is confirmed

Alternate order placed; remains
medium risk until order ships

– Work with plant to adjust
production schedule (based
on customer and SKU
prioritization)
– Determine whether finished
goods inventory is
sufficient to cover customer
demand; notify commercial
– If insufficient inventory, size
and report-out on lost
revenue potential

• Plant to:

Engineering

If air-freight is ordered, procurement actively de-prioritizes engineering
solve for part, and vice-versa

S&OP / Plant

Air-freight & alternates fail

– Provide procurement with
new list of parts potentially
at-risk (based on updated
schedule)

Solutions could materialize
within final 15 day window, but
unlikely (~10 day air lead time)

Assume schedule change will
be required
MUM
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This proven approach hinges on consistent internal and external communication
4

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

1

2

Establish emergency
response team
Tier-3

Tier-2

3

Understand your supply
exposure
Tier-1

4

Analyze and prioritize

OEM Leadership

Drive on-going action and
adjustments

OEM Org./ Field

Customer

Frequent, intentional, and bi-directional communication

MUM
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Recent lessons learned for supply-chain disruption management
Commercial

• Foster commercial connectivity from the onset, and ensure that commercial strategy is guiding production decisions
• Customers will be actively managing their supply levels, and may try to pull orders forward:
– Manufacturers should evaluate these requests case by case, and de-risk by using obsolete inventory, prioritizing
strategic customers, etc.

Command
Center

• Identify a strong project manager (likely within procurement organization) to lead the effort on the ground; this person
should be comfortable with ambiguity, and should have experience working cross-functionally

Decision
protocol

• Identify “trigger points” early, and align with senior leadership (e.g., if no alternative is identified within X days of line
down, make decision to change production schedule)
• Identify a single decision-maker (or small cohort) to make final production decisions on a daily basis, if needed

Prioritization

Cover all
bases

• With potential for many thousands of part SKUs, focus attention by:
– Beginning at the supplier level, and de-prioritizing mitigation efforts for suppliers with little/no crisis impact
– Spending all/nearly all time on single-sourced parts likely to cause line-downs within ~30 days (rolling)
– Letting business priorities (e.g., largest BU, highest margin SKUs, manufactured products vs. resale, etc.)
dictate priority
• Double-check to make sure all the bases are covered; e.g., do not neglect finished goods sourcing, sourcing for resale

MUM
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Barometer of supply chain readiness in the face of a future global crisis
Supply Chain readiness questions
Do we have an expedited process for qualifying substitute parts / alternate suppliers? What’s the process, and how long should
we expect it to take?

Do we have visibility into the origin of the supply chain? (e.g., suppliers’ suppliers)
Are we able to track our finished goods inventory real-time, and marry with forecasted / real customer orders?
Are our critical components dual-qualified? (i.e., at least one international & one domestic supplier)
Do we have clear customer / SKU prioritization frameworks in place?
Would we be able to estimate our “exposure” to a global crisis, assuming we know which parts / raw materials would be shorted?

Who would be the day-to-day lead for a significant crisis mitigation effort? Does he/she know they would be the lead?
Who would be the overall executive sponsor for a significant crisis mitigation effort? Does he she/know they would be the lead?
Do we have clear traceability from the Bill of Materials to supplier components/parts and to the production line?
Do we have commercial / SC engagement routines in place to drive decisive and favorable demand / supply outcomes?
MUM
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In the longer-term there are supply-chain capabilities that you should consider
building to ensure a more automated and efficient response
Agile network structure: develop a flexible ecosystem of suppliers and supply chain partners with supply options
e.g., an adaptable network with supplier alternatives, transport modes & partner options, alternative manufacturing
& assembly nodes and partners, near-shoring & on-shoring leveraging Industry 4/5.0, capacity buffers
Connected visibility: implement a control tower to create timely visibility of supply chain information as far up and
down the value chain as required e.g., leveraging IIoT and 5G to create real-time network visibility from n-tier
suppliers to customers, using blockchain to enhance reliability, productivity and ensure provenance

Insight to action: using predictive and prescriptive analytics to anticipate and prevent, scenario simulation
capabilities to engage optionality across the entire value chain, using advanced analytics and AI to predict and
prevent with automated responses and early warning detection. Use big data and unstructured data to develop
early insights and predict
Digitize with secure plug & play technology: Agile, cloud-based, light-weight supply chain technology, plug &
play interfaces. Collaboration tools enabling information sharing and joint decision making up and down the value
chain. High level of cybersecurity within the ecosystem
Empowered organization: an agile operating model with a problem solving culture that empowers decentralized
decision making, deep skills/culture in collaboration, rapid recovery capabilities
MUM
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